Harley davidson brake light not working

Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. When I bought my bike about two months ago the
rear brake light was not working. The running light was working when I bought the bike. As of
today when I went out to start it neither the running light or brake light are working. I put new
bulb in and that did not fix anything. I checked all the fuses and none are blown. I dont know
where to go from here. Please help I have a weekend ride this friday. I would check under the
rear fender to see if the wiring is not tucked up tight against the fender, maybe the tire rubbed
through the wiring. It can happen. Good luck! Iceman24 , Apr 10, Also if you press the front
brake does the brake light come? If it does I would suspect the Rear brake light switch to be
defective. The blue wire? You should have 12Vdc there. Does your bike have the brake light
harness that makes the rear turn signals brake lights also? Check under the seat for the wiring
harness? Jack Klarich , Apr 10, The rear running light is not working either. I checked the
connector at the rear tail light. It seemed ok, no rust or corrosion. I dident notice any breaks in
the wire running under the rear fender. Under your seat there should be a 3 or 4 wire connector
to the rear fender. Use a Volt meter or a 12volt test light. Use a ground for testing. If you use a
test light you can check your ground Blk. If the Blk. Easy way to ck. This done with the key on.
This will narrow it down some. Jack Klarich , Apr 11, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? When you pump the rear
brake pedal, the rear brake light should tell everyone behind you that you are stopping. Click
here to cancel reply. The rear brake light switch can also fail in the on position. On cruise
control equipped models this means that cruise will not engage. Brake lights will also always be
on. The always on might be noticable in in a lower voltmeter reading on models equipped with a
volt meter. It was in my case, although I put that together after realizing my brake light switch
problem in another manner. Hi Don, Is the switch in the housing OK? Hi Samuel. Testing to
diagnose an inoperative brake light is typically the same for any year or model motorcycle. If,
neither, the front or rear switches are triggering brake light, you may find an issue in your
taillight harness. Start by using your test light and multimeter probe the taillight socket and the
rear brake switch. Verify that your rear switch is being powered. So I wanted to let you know
what I found. The bike I bought was from MO site unseen. I ask the seller to remove it , to make
it short it had a pigtail , he did dot do a great job splicing the wires back together and he only
used electrical tape to waterproof. I had to cut and re solder the wires to get good connection
and now brake lights working fine front and back. BTW on a side note the stator video was a
great help , that was the deepest I have ever been into a HD motor. Ok , so working out issues
on this FLHTCU I fixed the brake lights , the wires in the left side panel had to be cleaned a
soldered then they stopped working again. I did a repeat on the test light still had power to the
wires at the switch on the rear. The jim clip test was a fail it made a clicking sound but no break
light. The front switch is also not functioning , I did replace the TSM plug and play works fine. I
did test the fuses also no problem there , what I did notice the tour pack brake lights stopped
working first then the tail light brake light. If I hold my front brake lever my brake light comes on
if I put my rear brake on the light does not come on is that my rear brake switch that is no good
thank you. If you have any other concerns, please contact us at , or chat with us on our site. As
always, Bob stresses the importance of adequately prepping all bolts, consulting your user
manual to be sure everything is done correctly, covering any painted areas on the bike and, if
possible, working with two sets of hands. Bob walks us through Harley rear wheel alignment.
Bob takes you through the step-by-step process for throttle cable service and adjustment, and
air cleaner service or replacement. He discusses the different parts in the throttle system, their
specific roles and how to clean and take care of them, then teaches you about the elements of
the air cleaner. Make sure the lights are working properly, the horn makes noise, turn signals
are operational, and all grommets are in place. Then you should check the throttle, add oil and
fill the tires to the correct level. Once your finished with the service, get out and ride! You will
need to do the reverse during installation. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy.
LOG IN. Search for:. Become A Member. Duration: Description Discussion When you pump the
rear brake pedal, the rear brake light should tell everyone behind you that you are stopping.
Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter. Hello Heidi, Replace all bulbs check all grounds black
wires , replace turn signal module under left side triangle shaped cover. I have seen many of
these modules go bad, you can use your service manual wiring diagram and swap left to right
turn signal trigger wires to double check, but I can almost bet it is the module. Related Video:
Harley-Davidson bulb replacement. Electrical Systems. Harley LED Install. Click here to cancel
reply. I have a harley sportster T. Hi, Robert. You can check for codes. If you do not have any
stored diagnostic trouble codes, to lead you in the right direction; suspect that there is an issue
with your speedometer. Recently I had an issue with my 13 street glide and the left turn signal
not working and my speedometer not reflecting the speed increasing when in the set operation

and it would climb very slowly. I brought it to the dealer and they said it was in the speedometer
head and not covered in the extended insurance that I bought. So be it but it was in the
speedometer. Still like the bike but am anxious about the future when I ride for a long distance. I
have a Electra Glide and the left turn signal will work but wjen I try the right signal the switch
will not depress to turn the signal on?? The right side switch must be broken. You will need to
replace it. We would suggest using a stock replacement only. My dyna wide glide lost all turn
signal operation front and rear and also brake lights. Any ideas as to where to go from here? Hi
Stephen. I have a sportster The right turn signal light and the neutral light does not light. What
do you call these indicators lights and where can you get them? Hi William. Those are, simply,
indicator lights. They are sealed. Usually, when one fails, however, it is due to a bad connection
or switch. Suggest trying to externally ground the wire your neutral switch. If your neutral
indicator lights up, then the switch is bad. Also, use a test light or multimeter to check your
connections on the t-sig indicator. Hi, Gary. Hi does anyone know the answer how to fix my
sportster indicator issue?. So I had some v-rod style led indicators fitted with resistors and all
was well until after about a year I noticed the left only indicator had stopped working. When the
bikes at standstill engine off though it seemed to work? Anyways I bought a new indicator
module but same thing happening, so I fitted new resistors and still no left indicators? Also
when I press the lefty switch on the road the speedo goes dead until I release the switch?
Thanks in advance. I have a flh shovel head and have problems with blinkers when I press the
signal button I get maybe two good flashes and shortly after I will get a strobe effect fast
flashing of the blinker. I have changed the blinker relays all bulbs cleaned everything any
suggestions. Hi Nora. However, if signals and indicators are all functioning correctly and the
only issue is fast blinking after 2 flashes, you may need a Badlands load equalizer to
accommodate the type of bulbs you are using. If you are using conventional, incondesent bulbs
and have this issue, you may have a wiring issue. I have to hold the turn signal switch on in
order for my signals to blink. This is kind of distracting while turning. If I just hit the switch like
normal it blinks once or twice and stops. I did replace my headlight with an LED type and
wonder if this is whats causing the problem. Is it the LED headlight, the hand switches or a bad
module.? Hi Scott. If you determine that you need a turn signal module, we suggest Badlands. I
have Road king Classic, the alarm light is coming while riding and the fob is not being touched
to arm or disarm the alarm. The light comes on for the alarm and stays on while riding and at
that time my right turn signal stops working, the left one still works fine. What do I need to fix?
Anyone know? I have the same problem. Good luck on yours. Let me know if you find
something. I have the same problem on my Street Glide. I sure would love the answer for that
problem. After I got home, tried the signals later, everything worked fine. Have to go for another
ride to see if the problem reoccurs. Any ideas anyone? Start simple. Test your key FOB battery.
Make sure that it has, at least, 3 volts. No less. Verify that the security antenna is properly
orientated beneath your seat. On my 05 Roadking it started with the alarm light staying on. Then
speedometer quit working along with neutral light. This took a couple of weeks for all this to
take place. There is a relay under the seat by the battery that controls all these items. Hope this
helps they are cheap and can be bought at almost any parts store. Hi Jaime. If the issue is only
with your left rear signal, suggest that you use a test light or multimeter to verify whether or not
you have triggered voltage to the left rear socket. Find the plug for that signal and test there.
That could be a coincidence. However, inspect your harness and plugged connections beneath
your seat. Maybe you disturbed something in the process of swapping batteries. Otherwise,
start simple. Use a test light to probe the contacts within the turn signal sockets. Verify weather
or not you have power and not bad bulbs. If, no triggered power sockets, you will have to move
on and test the left side signal switch. Between what and what? I suggest finding the correct
directions for the Badlands unit. Usually, the equlizer will be installed the rear fender harness
plug. Does not matter if it is for front signals. Depends on which unit you have. The turn signal
module is a grey rectangular module with a grey plug into the front side. It is located under the
seat in front of the circuit breaker block. Problem may be the module, but definitely not the
ignition module if the bike runs. But, the instructions to replace bulbs and check grounds and
swapping sides is the best way to check the module and wiring. I had the same issue on my
sporty xl. I had also checked the bulbs and they were good. I had moved my rear signal lights to
accommodate my saddle bags and decided to check the wiring. As it was under the rear fender i
pulled it back to find the wires frayed from rubbing on the tires. Once soldered all was good and
signals worked. The module is priceyâ€¦check everything wire related first it may just be a bad
connection. I have a Dyna lowrider the turn signals quit working the front break lght works rear
break light does not work and the starter button does nothing also i have a good battery and no
gauges are working. It happened with no warning and left me stranded. I read were there was a
recall on the starter button due to vibration is this true. You will need to use your test light or

multimeter to properly diagnose. If you are not testing with these tools, you are only guessing
and may as well throw parts at it. The box you mentioned may be a load equalizer. Start by
verify that your turn signal module is powered and grounded. The plug you are looking for
should have 6 wires. My blinkervon my 94 sportster was working fine then it just stopped out of
the blue, can anyoe tell me what the problem is? LED lights use less voltage than incondesent
bulbs. You will need to use a load equalizer. Suggest a Badlands load equalizer for your year
and model. My xl is doing a similar thing, the front left blinkers running light us fine but when i
turn the blinker in the front shuts off and the back goes solid. When I use the hazards the back
blinks like it should and the front left just blinks between on running broghtness and off. Any
ideas? Use a test light to probe the front signal socket to verify wether or not you have turn
signal function. The plastic base that holds the 2 contacts may have spun out of position. My
left turn signal does not work, but it stays illuminated on dash. The light is constant, is not
flashing on and off. Have a street glide an when i hit the left blinker the security key lights up an
blinker wont work, any ideas of the possable cause. Have to determine if the issue is with the
left side signal circuit or within the security module. Start by checking for possible stored
diagnostic trouble codes that might help steer you in the right direction. I have a 92 Fatboy
FLSTF, the turn signals on the left work fine, the right side however, the rear doesnt flash, and
the front turn signal isnt working at all, but i noticed when i turn the key switch from on to off,
the front light came on for a second, my next step was to trace the wire from front signal out
and replace it, making better terminations, i been trying to find a wiring diagram, im an
electrician and sure would be helpful, any tips are greatly appreciated. Best to start off with your
test light in order to determine exactly what you do or do not have for power and ground inside
your turn signal sockets. Otherwise, verify that the right side signal switch is correctly powered
and work out from there. You can find good, colored wiring diagrams Clymer online. Have a
Road King custom it has strip lights on the back LED they went out I have no brake lights nor
directionals on the Ria front lights work somebody told me it could be a capacitor or would it be
a fuse. I have a softail custom was putting my lic. Sometimes my turn signals work then 5 days
3 days 2 days whatever will start working again is this the module? Also no horn or Speedo. Ok
installed apes hangers on my Sportster spliced the turn signal wires to extend them now have
no front turn signals or running lights then inda ator blinks and rear signals work but nothing in
front. I have fixed all damage but now the left front turn signal replaced does not blink. Turn
light just stays on when turn switch is hit. Also left rear signal does not work at all. Right side
works perfectly. I used the guts out of my damaged front left signal and a new housing. I have
all wires hooked up correctly. Can anyone help me figure this out? The contacts inside the front
socket may be reversed. We are convinced you will enjoy the benefits of becoming a member
and having access to the best instructional how to videos and professional tips. We would like
to offer you a special promotion for your first-year membership. The hazard lights will work
when bike is off but not when running so flashed unit appears to be working. Thank you for
your patience. In regards to your question our experts will need the year and model of your hog.
Please email us your question at fmhsubscription program-director. Ticket What could be the
problem,On my Fatboy right turn signal works fine but when I put the left turn signal on,All 4 of
my turn signals blink at the same time? It can be a bad turn signal module. You will need to use
your test light or multimeter to correctly diagnose. Please help. Best to start at the right rear
turn signal socket with your test light. With your test light grounded to the battery, engage the
right side turn signal switch and test the contact in the rear socket. If the test light does
illuminate the socket contact, may be a weak ground. See if anything changes when externally
grounding the socket housing. I have a Fatboy. Hi Beau. Check for stored diagnostic trouble
codes, if possible. Thank you for contacting us. If you would like to speak with a representative
over the phone, please contact us at or chat us on our website. I have a XLS where the right turn
signals will randomly blink and will get brighter if I turn the throttle. Left side works normally.
Everything worked when I parked it for the winter. Any suggestions were to look next? Any help
is appreciated. You may need to replace your turn signal module. Remove your rear wheel
splash gaurd to access. Inspect the module, module plug, and related harness 1st. Test what
you can with a test light or multimeter. See if you have triggered signal to the module when you
depress your right side turn signal switch. Basically sounds like your switches are wired
incorrectly. Hazards come on when ignition switch is turned on, blinkers will not work properly
try to use them but either the left blinker will come on or the hazards come on, also have to
push the turn buttons at different spots. Thank you for any help you can offer I forgot to
mention I have a 97 Dyna wide glide. I have a Softtail and the left turning indicator stopped
working. No maintenance has been done on the bike. Is there a part number to replace the
module? Local Harley shop wants Relocated my rear turn signals to accommodate saddle bags.
Have relocated the lights on the bike before with out issue. Fuel reading continues to say Low

Fuel when tank is full. If not, what is going on? Turn signals on a springer softail not working at
all ,front and back. Any suggestions. Hi Joe. If you do not, use your test light or multimeter to
test fuses and to probe the turn signal sockets. I have checked wiring, fixed a ground wire. A
few years ago, checked the triangle module. I am just at a loss now. Hi Cindy. You need to start
by testing the orange or green wire that powers the left side signal switch. If the switch is
powered, test to see if it is working correctly. If this tests good, move on to the turn signal
module. If it is being powered and grounded correctly, but not working correctly, it may be bad.
If the module tests correctly, you may need to repair the connections, grounds, or sockets at
the signals. None of the turn signals will work. Have brake, tail and headlight. Hi Dennis. Clymer
online manuals have excellent, full color, wiring diagrams. Check them out. Really helpful to
have a good visual. Security light comes on and stays on for about 45 minutes of riding then
goes out and everything works again. We do have a promotional offer if you are interested. This
would include access to expert advice like this , plus discounts, hours of Premium videos, etc.
Please feel free to take a look. You can message us right back with your question if you decide
to become a member and you will have a response within business days from our experts! Click
on the Premium Membership offer. The Checkout page will display your Premium Membership
purchase. Fill in your Billing Details and create an account pa
toyota headlight covers
chevy vans names
69 camaro console gauge wiring diagram
ssword. Finish by clicking Complete Order. If you have any further questions, please contact
Customer Service at at your earliest convenience, or chat with us on our site. I have a road glide
with LED lights installed and I have a right front and rear turn signal not working it will not even
light up left works fine but right does not is this a module problem. Verify that the right side
switch is powered and functioning properly. From there, move on to the module. Remember me.
Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN. Search for:. Become A Member. I have a Sportster
hugger. This am, my right turn signal did not function. It did not light up on the indicator panel
either. When I started it, it blinked for a moment then stopped. The left turn signal works fine.
When I put the hazards on, the right side blinked twice along with the left, then stopped. Is it the
turn signal switch, the turn signal module, or other? Anyhow, any answers would be helpful.
Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter.

